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BENGAL AQUABATS PREP FOR SEASON 
' Mermen Led 
f
 By Veterans 
- Work In Pool 
Allison to Lead State Champs 
In   Defense  of  Aquatic 
Title 
Pug Professor 
MEETS SCHEDULED 
4 
The Clemson swimming team, 
state champs for the past two sea- 
sons, began training in the YMCA 
pool   Monday   afternoon. 
Led by Arthur W|. Allison of 
Greenville, who captains the tank- 
sters for the coming season, the 
local aquabats hope to bold fast 
to the state pennant despite the 
loss of "Van de Erve, Dickson, and 
Thomas who graduated last June. 
VETERANS   BACK 
Allison will swim the 110 and 
220 yard dashes. Goodson, lanky 
junior who set a new state record 
(Continued    on  page  two) 
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BOXERS SLING GLOVES 
AS DUKE MATCH LOOMS 
Mittmen   Take   Ring   Against 
Methodists  Here  January 
Twelfth 
The Tiger mittment as well as 
the basketeers seem to be Duke 
conscious this year as they open 
their five match schedule with the 
Devil ring team on January 12. 
Other foes are Georgia, South Car- 
olina, and P. C; matches will be 
fought with several other schools at 
the Conference meet, scheduled 
February   22  and  23. 
LOST 5 PUG» 
Five Clemson pugilists were lost 
by graduation last year but Bob 
Jones is working hard with his 
men and is fast building a reliable 
crew, using four letter men as a 
nucleus. Several of the new ap- 
(Continued   on page   eight) 
CROUCH GIVES RESUME 
OF EXTENSIVE TRAVEL 
TO I. R. CLUB MEMBERS 
For the first time in the history 
of the local chapter, members of 
the International Relations Club 
will answer to roll call in the fu- 
ture by giving a brief resume of 
an item of current interest. 
MEET  "WITH  CROUCH 
This innovation was decided upon 
at a meeting held by the organi- 
zation at Reverend Sidney Crouch's 
last Thursday night. At this gath- 
ering Rev. Crouch related inter- 
esting facts concerning a number 
of relics which adorn his home as 
a  result  of his  extensive  travels. 
The south end of the large 
fieldhouse reverberates these 
days with the sound of re- 
bounding punching bags, 
swinging sand sacks, and thud 
of glove against body as Coach 
Bob Jones puts his Bengal 
ringmen   through   their   paces. 
The leather-pushers open on 
January 12, when they meet 
Duke in the local ring. The 
tilt with the Durhamltes will 
be followed by matches with 
Georgia, S. C, P. C, and Geor- 
gia; the Jonesmen will also 
enter the conference tourney in 
February. 
Sportsmen Praise 
Order Of C Items 
Riggs Hall Will 
Be Site Of Gala 
Technical Show 
Engineers And Architects  Co- 
operate in Bi-Annual 
Exhibition 
THOUSANDS EXPECTED 
That Engineering-Architecture 
Day, a bi-anirfial qMent in which 
the engineers and architects hold 
the campus spotlight, will be held 
in the early spring was revealed 
last Thursday when junior and 
senior classes assembled in chapel 
to discuss plans and elect officers 
for   the   festival. 
OFFICERS ELECTED 
O G. Pawls T;_; fjf'ctiid cr *r- 
man of Engineering-Architecture 
Day in his absence. (Ed. Note: 
since that time he has resigned 
this post due to lack of time. A 
(Continued   on   page   seven) 
Rawls Resigns Post 
As E-A Chairman 
To   Whom  It  May   Concern: 
This being my first available 
chance, since I was not present 
at the meeting during which 1 
was elected, I hereby wish to 
tender my resignation as chair- 
man of the Engineering-Archi- 
tecture   Day   festivities. 
While being deeply apprecia- 
tive of the confidence placea 
with me, I regret that activi- 
ties previously assumed pre- 
vent me from devoting the time 
to the project which it right- 
fully deserves. Batner than 
not turn out the best possible 
group of exhibits I choose to 
relinquish my position Into 
hands which have more time in 
which to accomplish this pur- 
pose,    (signed)   Oscar   G.   Rawls 
Coaches Pleased With Paper's 
Recognition   of   Best 
Blockers 
The "Order of the C" was a very 
worthwhile   innovation   toward   tne 
recognition   of    our    gridiron    stal- 
warts   according   to   the   statements 
made  by  players  and  the  members 
of  the  Bengal  coaching  staff. 
NOW PERMANENT FEATURE 
This  feature,  intended  as  a  "no- 
ble   experiment",   won  itself   a   per- 
manent   spot   on   the   first   page   of 
The   Tiger.     The   local   publication 
is   the   first  college   paper   to  spon- 
sor   a   regular   department   devoted 
(Continued    on  page  two) 
LOCAL PROFS ATTEND 
VOCATIONAL ED MEET 
Booker   Delivers   Annual   Ad- 
dress to Gathering in 
Pittsburg 
Corps Shells Out 
For 'Giant Voice' 
Dish  Out  Shekels   For Ampli- 
fiers  in  Mess  Hall 
Professors W. H. Washington, 
'L. R. Booker, W. G. Crandall and 
H. S. Tate o'f the School of Voca- 
tional Education were among the 
many South Carolina educators who 
attended the annual meeting of the 
American Vocational Association in 
Pittsburgh   last   week. 
BOOKER   MAKES   TALKS 
Mr. Booker was on the list of 
speakers who addressed Pittsburgh 
service clubs during the week or 
the convention. Since he is presi- 
dent of Iota Lambda Sigma, nation- 
al industrial education frat, he de- 
(Continued   on page   eight) 
It took a long time ana a lot 
of work but the Senior class is 
pretty proud of itself and the 
Corps is pretty proud of the Senior 
class. Tearing    about    barrack!) 
shaking the tambourine for nick- 
les and dimes in these troubled 
times is no snap of a job, espec- 
ially when you are collecting for 
amplifiers and nobody particularly 
wants amplifiers. Not that the lads 
can hear the announcements in the 
mess-hall; they can't, but they al- 
ways worked on the theory that 
notices like "Only fifteen shopping 
day before Christmas," didn't mat- 
ter much anyway. Anyway the 
seniors got the money under a 
(Continued    on  page  two) 
Changes Will 
Comply With 
Big Demand 
Increased    Interest    in    Social 
Sciences  Leads  To En- 
largement 
FORWARD STEP 
A statement to the effect that 
the present department of Econom- 
ics and Sociology is being enlarged 
into two distinct divisions was an- 
nounced late yesterday by Dr. D. 
W. Daniel, dean of the School of 
General Science. 
The two new di- 
visions will be the 
Department of Ec- 
onomics and gov- 
ernment and the 
Department of So- 
cology arid Psychol- 
Brearley ogy. 
(Continued   on   page   eight) 
BASKETEERS PREPARE 
FOR HEAVYSCtffiDULE 
Tigers  Meet  Duke Quintet  In 
First  Conference .Tilt 
PLANS UNDER WAY BY 
CWA FOR HOUSING OF 
NEGROES LIVING NEAR 
Burton, Jovial Prof, Known As 
Author, Lecturer, And Athlete 
BY   JOE   D.    KINARD 
We nominate as the man on 
the campus with the most con- 
tagious bubbling enthusiasm, 
Professor William Wilder Bur- 
ton, assistant professor of 
mathematics. "Bubbling", trite 
though it may be, is the word 
to describe this man's fervor, 
for he is literally effervescent 
with it. With a spring in his 
step, with a smile ready to 
break on his countenance, and 
with a happy greeting for any- 
one   he   meets   Professor   Bur- 
ton, as far as the world 
knows, is always in the best of 
health and spirits. An em- 
phatic "Fine" is always his 
ready response to "How are 
you tills morning?" It is these 
qualities, carried into his ev- 
eryday work in the classroom 
that have made him so popu- 
lar with his students, and have 
no doubt contributed a great 
deal toward his acknowledged 
efficiency  as  a teacher. 
Knowing    of   his    popularity 
(Continued   on   page    six) 
Plans are under way on the 
part of the Federal government for 
the development of an ideal negro 
community near the college for 
the colored persons who work for 
and   around   the   institution. 
Through its recent housing pro- 
gram and by the agency of the 
Civic Works Administraion the gov- 
ernment plans to eliminate the 
present conditions of colored squal- 
or in this community, and in its 
place to substitute from federal 
funds an ideal housing develop- 
ment. 
CONVENIENT  LOCATION 
These works should raise the 
level of colored existence in these 
parts to a much more comfortable 
degree. 
It is rumored that the new de- 
velopment will be located just west 
of the Seneca River between the 
Clemson-Seneca highway and the 
Southern   railroad   tracks.. 
Joe Davis' basketeers will fur- 
nish pre-holiday entertainment at 
Clemson when they face Duke's 
Blue Devil quint in the fieldhouse 
next Tuesday night. This will be 
the Tiger's opening contest and 
should prove extremely interesting; 
however, the Durham five will meet 
the Bengals in an experienced con- 
dition, having already met several 
foes    on    their    5    game    squthern. 
trip. 
7    LETTERMEN    BACK 
With    seven    lettermen,    several 
promising    sophs,    and   a   bevy   of 
(reserves,    Coach    Davis   is    looking 
(Continued   on page   eight) 
By Their Words 
You've got the right answer, but 
you multiplied by the wrong num- 
ber. , 
—Godfrey 
Suicide is hard on the body,  but 
it  defends the  ego. 
■—Brearley 
We'll now leave this man and 
jump with both fe"et on his friend 
over  here. 
—Sherrill 
If youjchildren want to call me 
"papa" you'll have to study your 
lessons. 
—R. L. Lee 
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Jungaleers To Offer Rhythm For Block "C" Dance 
CUMMINGS TO REPRESENT LOGAL CHAPTER OF 
BLUE KEY AT ANNUAL CONCLAVE IN CHICAGO 
Woodward, Lipscomb and Lip- 
pincott to Accompany Clem- 
son   Delegate 
LEAVE DECEMBER 26 
Representing the local chapter 
of Blue Key Charlie Cummings, 
president of the Clemson organiza- 
tion, accompanied by J. L. Lip- 
scomb, Henry Woodward and Pro- 
fessor William Lippincott, journeys 
to Chicago on December 26 for the 
national conclave of the leadership 
fraternity. 
TO LAST TWO DAYS 
The meeting be- 
gins Friday morn- 
ing, December 28 
and lasts through 
the    29th. The 
convention is to 
be held at the 
Stevens   Hotel. 
Some of the 
subjects to be dis- 
cussed by the del- 
egates from over 
70 schools over the country are 
government and management, lo- 
cal and national programs, mem- 
bership standards and selection of 
members, ceremonies, and public 
relations. • ■•:   ■ 
lOCAL    STAND   DISCUSSED 
Monday   night  a   meeting   of   the 
local  organization  was   held  to   de- 
termine  the topics  the  frat  wished 
stressed   by   representatives   present 
at   the   Chicago   meet. ,„ The   mem- 
ber's Went" on record:'as opposed to 
-looking   possible   members , who 
scolastic    standings    not., con- 
„._ rably above average,  and  seem- 
ed-   to ,,favor    admitting    men . who 
have  rendered  a great deal of ser- 
vice   to    the    school,   though   they 
may  have  only  average  grades. 
Cummings 
MESS HALL AMPLIFIER 
BOUGHT BY THE CORPS 
VIA 'SHELLING' ROUTE 
iContinued   from  page   1) 
great bandicap and the purpose of 
this article is to bring out the 
troubles they bad.   .. 
ANY DOUGH TONIGHT? 
'■ From the day school starts until 
it closes there is always a herd of 
ardent youths dashing , about the 
place collecting money for worthy 
causes. The theory that no one 
misses a nickle but that thirteen 
huadrea nickles come to a pretty 
penny, periodically strikes some or- 
ganization and off they go to raise 
a fuad to send some body or, some- 
thing somewhere. By November 
things have come to such a pas3 
that even the freshmen jump, like 
startled fauns ■ when some , strange 
man wearing a bathrobe and car- 
rying a clip-board comes into the 
room with an  ingratiating smile. 
Faced with these practically un- 
surmountable odds, the Senior 
class went out and by threats, 
cajolings, and even a bit of co- 
ercion, raised something over one 
hundred dollars from depression 
ridden    cadets. 
ORCHIDS  TO  REID 
Anotber vote of thanks snould 
go to Professor Raymond Reid of 
the physics department, who gave 
generously of his time and abil- 
ity. He constructed the complete 
reproducing unit for a minimum 
expense and for no personal gain, 
thus setting a standing record for 
co-operation. He spent his spare 
time for two months in the con- 
struction   of   the   system. 
SHOCK-PROOF PLANE 
French aviation experts "bave de- 
veloped a plane which will with- 
stand the shock produced by firing 
a 7 5-millimeter cannon from it 
while in flight. 
ATHLETIC LEADERS 
PRAISEJJRDER OF C 
{Continued   from  page   one; 
to giving credit to the men who 
pave the way for touchdowns as 
far as can be ascertained. We turn 
the keys over to the  "brain trust". 
Coach Neely: "It's a good thing; 
I hope they keep it." 
Jake Woodward: "It's a splen- 
did idea. It gives the linesman 
and the blocking back an incentive 
to work; I hope they use it next 
year." 
Capt. Henry Woodward: "It's 
a swell thing; the boys who do the 
blocking and digging certainly de- 
serve   the   recognition." 
CLEMSON SWIM STARS 
CLEAVE POOL WATERS 
AS HARDJEAR LOOMS 
(Continued   from' page   one) 
in the "440 at the state meet last 
spring, .will- again hold up Tiger 
honors in the' Quarter mile event. 
Fletcher -and Thackstoa. will han- 
dle the springboard work for the 
Bengal watermen, and, with their 
knowledge of diving, should check 
up many points for the locals. 
NEW MEN  OUT 
McHugh, who swam tne back 
stroke last winter, will represent 
the Purple and Gold In the same 
events this season. McNeely, Ba- 
cot, and others are expected to 
break into the lineup 
Captain Allison remarked yester- 
day tbat "there are vacancies for 
any men who desire to try for 
places. Anyone interested please 
see   me   at  once." 
7   TENTATIVE   MEETS 
Tentative meets have been •sche- 
duled with Emory, Tennessee, Fur- 
man, Florida, Georgia, Georgia 
Tech,   and  P.  C. 
CHRISTMAS HOP TO BE HELD IN FIELDHOUSE 
WEDNESDAY! SPONSORED BY TIGER ATHLETES 
Many     Expected     for     Affair 
Night  Before Xmas  Holi- 
days   Begin 
C. D. A. IN  CHARGE 
With Christmas cheer and tra- 
ditional Yule spirits, tne social 
minded ones will gather at the field 
house on the evening of the 19th 
to celebrate the coming of Santa 
Claus and to usher out the last 
dance of the year. 
JUNGALEERS   IN   FORM 
Maestro Jesse James and all his 
lads will blow upon their horns and 
make music such as has not been 
heard in the echoing field house 
since the old days when the Jun- 
galeers, in rare form, delivered, 
"Lydia Pinkham." For the Jun- 
galeers have reorganized and are 
now prepared to render all the 
latest songs in a manner compar- 
able with anything In the South. 
SIMPLE   DECORATIONS 
The decorations will tend to 
simple    dignity    rather   than    elab- 
orateness. The Yule spirit will be 
carried out. with such traditional 
adornment as holly and Christmas 
trees. Mistletoe will be placed'in 
strategic spots in the far corners 
of the hall.. The warmth^ of the 
colors used in the decorations, 
however, will offer a pleasant con- 
trast to  the  bleak  outside world. 
Since the affair comes on the eve 
of a holiday, and a spirit of care- 
free good cheer will reign, the 
dance is to be informal, allowing 
greater freedom for the cadets. 
BLOCK    "C",   SPONSOR 
The dance will be sponsored by 
the Block C Club and is being pre- 
sented, as usual, by the Central 
Dance Association; it is designed 
to take care of the college folk 
who will stop over on their way 
home   for   the   holidays. 
CADETS   TO   FLY 
The War Department has an- 
nounced that, beginning next sum- 
mer, every cadet at West Point 
will receive at least 20 hours of 
flying as part of his  college course. 
43&Mmmi •■ sense 
In the manufacture 
of Granger Rough Cut Pipe 
Tobacco the Wellman Process 
is used. 
The Wellman Process is dif- 
ferent from any other process or 
method and we believe it gives 
more enjoyment to pipe smokers. 
.../'/ gives the tobacco an ex- 
tra flavor and aroma 
...it makes the tobacco act 
right   in   a pipe—burn 
slower and smoke cooler 
... it makes the tobacco milder 
...it leaves a clean dry ash 
— no soggy residue or heel 
in the pipe bowl 
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co. 
e 
every man zo/io smokes a pipe 
to just fry Granger 
;:;■©::■• 934, titCFTT & MYERS TOBACCO CO. 
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Shore, Brown To Lead 1935 Tigers On Grid Field 
What Do College Men Worry About? 
if 
Reporter Unearths Strange Replies 
200    FIRST   AND    FOURTH 
YEAR MEN SUBMIT TQ 
FRANK FEAR QUERY 
Do college men worry? If one 
believes the opinion of the public 
at large and such magazines as 
College Humor the undergraduate 
Is a frivolous, carefree lad with 
his mind on the pleasure-giving 
things of life. Such authorities put 
the collegians on a plane with hip- 
pocket flasks, poly-chromatic gas 
buggies,   and   wild   parties. 
CONDUCTED BY K1NARD 
But if a study conducted by 
Joe Kinard, Clemson junior, 
under the auspices of The Tig- 
er is at all typical college men 
may be concealing their gen- 
uine worries by a pretense of 
humor and 'sangfroid'. A list 
of 25 topics submitted to 100 
unselected freshmen is cause 
of considerable consternation 
in the ranks of the first year 
men, for they report them- 
selves worried over nearly S/5 
of the items included. One 
hundred seniors, selected In 
the same way, report worries 
over approximately half the 
topics   listed. 
ANXIOUS ABOUT FUTURE 
Anxiety concerning the future 
leads the list, both among sen- 
iors and freshmen. Seventy-one 
Eer cent of the freshmen and 67 
per cent of the seniors report In- 
tense worry on this topic. Of the 
200 persons interviewed 35 others 
show mild concern, and only 27 
exhibit a lack of worry. This 
preoccupation may be only part of 
the whole situation in which the 
world now finds itself—economic, 
political,   philosophic. 
GRADES, RUNNER-UP 
The second leading topic, as 
might be expected, Is that of 
grades. Only 9 per cent of 
the freshmen report themselves 
as undisturbed over tne letters 
the profs may attach to their 
report cards semi-annually. 
Seniors, however, having been 
through the mill and having 
emerged unmutilated, are ap- 
preciably less disturbed over 
marks. Sixty-two per cent of 
the freshmen are intensely 
worried over this topic, as con- 
trasted with 28 per cent of 
the   seniors. 
EXAMS   CAUSE   CONCERN 
Closely   associated    with    worries 
over   grades   are   the   worries   over 
examinations. This   topic   ranks 
5th in its power to arouse intense 
worry. Forty-six per cent of the 
frosh and 23 per cent of the fourth 
year men confess their extreme 
apprehension over the last-of-Jan- 
uary and first-of-June tortures 
prescribed by the catalog and fa- 
culty. As in the question of grades 
seniors   exhibit   less    concern   than 
the   yearlings. 
QUESTION   OF   FAILING 
Fifty-two per cent of the first 
year men and 35 per cent of the 
seniors report intense worry over 
the prospects of failure. It is pro- 
bable that the freshmen refer chief- 
ly to failure in the college situa- 
tion while the seniors, perhaps, 
are more concerned over failure in 
vocational   achievement. 
SEX BOTHERS STUDENTS 
Freshmen and seniors are 
about equally disturbed over 
the problems of sex. Forty- 
two per cent of the seniors 
report intense worry on this 
subject, along with 33 per 
cent of the freshmen. This 
slight dffference is possibly 
due to a greater frankness 
on the part of the seniors, 
since 40 per cent of the frosh 
report a mild disturbance on 
this topic as compared with 
the 28 per cent of the seniors 
who show a mild concern. 
SUICIDE   WORRIES   MANY 
It  was noted that  6  per cent  of 
the  seniors and  5   per  cent  of  the 
freshmen  report  intense  anxiety  on 
the   topic   of   suicide.     Twenty-four 
per    cent    of    the    total    group    of 
freshmen     and     seniors     report     a 
slight   concern   on   the   same   topic. 
This   is   not  surprising   in   view   of 
the  total  number  of  worries  which 
students report  as  characteristic of 
themselves.    When  2/3   of the stu- 
dent   body   is   intensely   worried   a- 
bout  the   future,   when   nearly  half 
is    worried    over    grades    and    ex- 
ams,   and   many   report   acute   an- 
guish   on   such   topics   as   poverty, 
disgrace   and   roommates,   it   is   not 
surprising   that   a   few   men   should 
consider    the    famous    problem    of 
Hamlet—to  be or  not to  he. 
CONCERNED   OVER   RELIGION 
Clemson  freshmen  are  much 
more   concerned  about  religion 
than are the fourth year men. 
Twenty-six    per    cent    of    the 
freshmen    report    intense    an- 
guish on this topic, while only 
11  per  cent  of the  seniors  in- 
dicate   a   similar   situation. 
The practice of upperclass- 
men of borrowing money to 
complete their eduucation is 
reflected in the fact that S'a 
per cent of the seniors report 
an intense worry over debt, 
while only half this propor- 
tion is found among the fresh- 
men. 
WORRY OVER DEATH 
It has been observed that the 
young and the old are more con- 
cerned with the problem of 
death than the middle-aged. Thi» 
comment seems justified in view 
of the fact that 13 per cent of the 
freshmen and 15 per cent of the 
seniors report intense anxiety on 
this  topic. 
Nearly  half  of  the  student  body 
REVEAL    ARCH      DEMONS 
ARE FUTURE, GRADES, 
SEX AND FAILURE 
is either slightly or greatly wor- 
ried over some form of insult. 
Twenty-two per cent of the sen- 
iors and IS per cent of the first 
year students report intense wor- 
ry over this topic. When col- 
legians laughingly receive conven- 
tional aprobious ephithets the cas- 
ual observer may be deceived con- 
cerning the extent of their sen- 
sitiveness to an intended reflec- 
tion. 
AMONG OTHER THINGS 
More than half the student 
body is concerned to some de- 
gree with professors, discour- 
agement, nervousness, inferi- 
ority, personal appearance, 
, bashfulness,  and  poverty. 
In spite of modern medical 
service and a general empha- 
sis upon physical development 
one half of Clemson students, 
according to this survey, re- 
ports that it is worried over 
the problem of disease. The 
result is rather surprising in 
view of Clemson's record for 
a  healthy   student  body. 
ABOUT "OLD LADIES" 
Freshmen are considerably more 
disturbed over their roommates 
than are students now in their 
fourth year at college. Fifteen per 
cent of the frosh and 8 per cent 
of the seniors indicate intense wor- 
ry on this topic. This may be due 
to the fact that seniors have more 
control over their choice of room- 
mates, that they are somewhat less 
crowded, or that the arch demon, 
nostalgia, has taken hold of the 
first year  collegians. 
One-third or more of the 200, to 
whom tests were given, is concern- 
ed about disgrace, drinking, insan- 
ity,  ridicule,  and  looks. 
EDITOR'S NOTE 
(Ed. Note: In giving such a 
test it is generally true that sub- 
jects will report less worry than 
they actually experience. In or- 
der to reduce this tendency all 
tests were given to individuals in 
their rooms after 8 p.m. The 
same explanation of the test was 
given to all freshmen and seniors 
tested. Neither freshmen nor sen- 
iors were told that the test was 
being given to the other group. 
Papers that indicated that the per- 
son tested had tried to "shine" or 
be other than sincere were thrown 
out. No one was allowed to sign 
his   name   to   a   paper. 
Whether these precautions elim- 
inated reticence cannot be deter- 
mined; it is probable that the re- 
sults of the investigation reduce 
rather than exaggerate the actual 
amount of worrying done by the 
Clemson   student.) 
To Lead Bengals 
POLITICS  AT EMORY WILL 
BE  HANDLED  FROM  NOW  ON 
BY   A   STUDENT   COMMITTEE 
Political parties at Emory Uni- 
versity are ended, according to an 
article in the Emory Wheel. In 
the future, the Student Activities 
Council will appoint three faculty 
members who, in turn, will ap- 
point a Student Nominating Com- 
mittee composed of nine students. 
Various organizations are allowed 
to suggest names to the nominat- 
ing committee which will then sub- 
mit a list of selected nominees to 
the   faculty   committee. 
N.   C.   STATE   STUDENT  PAYS 
HIS WAY THROUGH SCHOOL 
VIA  BIG   COAL   SALE   ROUTE 
N. C. State College students are 
in various kinds of business "on 
the side" to help defray their col- 
lege expenses, but there is only 
one student who is a licensed coal 
dealer. He is general manager of 
the North State Fuel Company. He 
and his brother do the selling, de- 
livering, and collecting, and tney 
boast a very good business, espe- 
cially among the faculty, frater- 
nities, and members of the State 
College   community. 
TO HONOR GRIDDERB 
Twenty-five members of Clem- 
son's state championship rootball 
team will be honored at a banquet 
given by the Rotary Club of An- 
derson   in   that   city   next   Tuesday. 
Coach Neely and his coaching 
staff  will  also  attend  the  function. 
The day has gone by when a 
heedless man can amass a fortune 
and escape from the waste he has 
created.—The  Dean  of  Manchester. 
Harry "Nig" Shore, flashing 
guard from Savannah, and one 
of the outstanding members 
of Jess Neely's 1934 grid ma- 
chine which drove to a state : 
championship, will captalni 
next   year's   football   team. 
Shore was voted a place on 
the all-state team picked by 
the  Associated  Press. 
Architects 
Get Award 
The following awards have been 
made in freshman, sophomore, Jun- 
ior and senior designing by the 
faculty of the Department of Arch- 
itecture : 
Senior   design—A   City   Plan 
First   place—M.   S.   Young 
Second   place—W.   F.   D.   Hodge 
Junior  design—A  Post  Office 
First   place—G.   D.   Wlay 
Second   place—W.   H.   Wallace 
Sophomore    design—An    Analytique 
First place—E.  R.  Holt 
Second  place—W.  A.  Speer 
Third  place—B.  E.  Duncan 
Freshman    design—    A    Corinthian 
Portico 
First   place—J.   W.   Linley 
Second  place—J.  A.  Thigpen 
Third  place—J.  R.  Hitt. 
FOOTBALL TEAM ENDS 
SEASON AT BANQUET; 
PICPISJNGJAPTAINS 
Both   Men  Chosen  Are  Mem- 
bers of Mythical All- 
State Elevens 
ARE    VERSATILE 
The worst crimes in this country 
are   never   punished.—Lady   Astor. 
DIRTY WORK AFOOT? 
The Student Court at Ohio State 
University declared void the elec- 
tion of Mary Alma Oppenheim as 
queen of the university's home- 
coming activities, chargin/g that 
the ballot boxes were stuffed. How- 
ever, when it developed that the 
young lady already had ordered 
her costume for the day, the court 
grew lenient and decided to let 
her rule, but let the other five 
candidates   be  her  guard  of  honor. 
Harry Shore of Savannah, scin- 
tillating all-state Tiger guard, waa 
elected captain of the 1935 foot- 
ball team at a banquet held la 
honor of the local gridsters last 
Thursday   night. 
'T. I. Brown of Cross City, Fla., 
..who copped all-state honors for a 
tackle post in the AP lineup re- 
cently, was voted to the position 
of  alternate-captain. 
HAVE   SPLENDID   RECORDS 
Both leaders hung up excellent 
records during the season just past. 
Shore was one of the most flashing 
guards in South Carolina football, 
and his offensive and defensive 
work in this post, coupled wita 
ability to drop in the backfield and 
toss bullet-like passes into the 
waiting arms of Bengal receiver* 
caused him to hold a high place oa 
the ladder of versatility. Shore 
is also ah excellent basuetball star, 
and figures prominently on Joe 
Davis'    hardwood    squad. 
OUT    FOR    BASKETBALL 
T. I. Brown, hefty 210 poun« 
lineman, was a power in all phas- 
es of the grid game during the 
1934 season, and caused many wa- 
gon-roads to be opened throug» 
the front walls of opposing aggre- 
gations Like Shore he plays bas- 
ketball, and is at present working 
out   with   cagers .In the   fieldhouse. 
NEW LOCAL MINISTER 
TALKS AT VESPERS ON 
"KEEPING LIFE FRESH'* 
Reverend H. O. Chambers, pas- 
tor of the local M'ethodist church, 
spoke at Vespers Sunday night la 
the YMCA auditorium on the sub- 
ject    of    "Keeping    Life    Fresh". 
In his address Chambers em- 
phasized the fact that life can be 
made useful and beautiful through- 
out. He stated in his talk that 
"sophistication is negative of no- 
bility and the death of rate ana 
hope" and that "the sensitive plate 
of the camera of experience no 
longer registers in the spiritual 
realm". 
STATISTICS ON THE TIGER'S FEAR SURVEY 
% NOT WORRIED % WEAK % INTENSE 
Fr Sr Fr Sr Fr Sr 
SEX 27 30 40 28 33 42 
SIN 28 48 37 32 35 20 
DEBT 41 26 43 42 16 32 
DEATH 56 61 31 24 13 15 
FUTURE 8 19 '   21 14 71 67 
INSULT 48 59   ' 34 19 18 22 
DISEASE 51 51 ■     33 29 16 20 
FAILURE. 20 41 28 24 52 35 
POVERTY 43 45 41 25 16 30 
SUICIDE 69 72 26 22 5 6 
DISGRACE 55 64 22 14 23 22 
DRINKING 63 60 28 23 9 11 
INSANITY 63 73 34 24 3 3 
RIDICULE 57 59 34 23 9 18 
BASHFULNESS 31 49 53 37 16 14 
APPEARANCE 38 36 32 26 30 38 
INFERIORITY 43 43 35 30 22 27 
NERVOUSNESS 42 43 48 39 10 18 
GRADES 9 30 29 42 62 28 
DISCOURAGEMENT 35 38 34 27 31 35 
PROFESSORS 41 43 42 35 17 22 
ROOMMATE 55 70 30 22 15 8 
EXAMINATIONS 19 37 35 40 46 23 
RELIGION 42 63 32 26 26 11 
LOOKS 54 65 28 15 18 20 
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EDITORIAL 
IM, WHICH WE KILL JOE COLLEGE 
HAT RACCOON-COATED'' gentleman of the campus* 
Joe'College, lies on a cold mortuary slab, killed by 
figures.    Statistics often prevaricate, but the classi- 
mt fied.numbers in    ''What Do*   College    Men   Worry 
ut", significant article , on- page 3, are discomforting, by 
iheii- very-accuracy. 
Under the auspices of this shejrt a "personal problems'? 
fest was given: to 100 seniors and 100 freshmen picked at ran- 
dom. The'results definitely show that the collegian, behind 
ah epidermal mask of frivolity and lightheartedness, is a think- 
ing person who attempts to face life and its accompanying 
troubles. , 
The fact that 71 per cent of the frosh and 67 per cent of 
the seniors are intensely worried over the future is certainly 
»ot indicative of a devil-may-care type of collegian. That 52 
per cent of the freshmen and 35 per cent of the seniors report 
acute anguish over failure is evidence that the hedonistic "loaf 
©f bread, jug of wine, and thou" attitude which the public has 
attributed to the undergraduate is not only ludicrous, but de- 
cidedly false. 
It is characteristic of human beings that they attempt to 
fit the mould which the outside world creates. The college 
man is no exception. Since "vox populi" decrees that the stu- 
dent be associated with wide-bottomed trousers, asthmatic gas 
Chariots, and flasks of questionable ethyl alcohol, he adopts 
that "hail fellow well met" exterior which makes the casual 
observer scratch his mop of hair over the total unconcern which 
the collegian apparently exhibits in handling daily trials and 
tribulations. 
Take a first year man in college. Fresh from high school 
halls and maternal apron strings, he soon learns that the folk- 
ways, or "mores", necessitate an outward display of carefree 
existence. Accordingly he becomes a quasi Jekyl and Hyde. 
K?pt that; he is converted into an insincere person. Far from it; 
but he passes off with flippant witticisms remarks which cut 
kim. to quick, and adopts little defenses and mechanisms to 
•ffset his true feelings. The bullying type of lad who beats 
fcis chest with clinched fist, Tarzan-like, and shouts his virtues 
fo the world at, large, or the shy fellow who exudes reticence 
are both likely to be suffering from inferiority complexes. 
(And according .to the compiled figures in the "worry" test 
57 per cent of freshmen and seniors are victims of a feeling of 
inferiority). 
The results of the "personal problems" test indicate that 
the collegian is of a thinking type, that he is concerned mildly 
or intensely with everything from sex to grades, and that, in 
the final analysis, he seems to be striving for a suitable style of 
life in a world undergoing a period of transition. 
—that Ralph Woodward, has been 
dubbed "BPOWT Wooward by sev- 
eral admiring Anderson femmes, 
and that Oscar's interpretation of 
this is "Benevolent Protector OI 
W'omen".     (Or  could  it be Wine?) 
JSCJAIi  6AYB- 
.—that Red "I dance with Deacon 
ivietz' goil" Phillips has been try- 
ing to conceal from this columnist 
tnat ideal little romance that has 
ueen going on through Uncle Sam- 
uel's mails between the big bad. 
boy from Chi and Genette of GWC. 
(Steady,   Metz). 
 OH CAB     SAYS 
--that he feels duty bound to warn 
Frankie "Converse" Barron about 
the budding Hearon-Manning ro- 
mance that has reared its lovely 
head of late, and wishes to add 
that Slats will soon be sponsoring 
THE    Citadel. 
— OSCAR   SAYS  
 that    Dot    of    Brenau    wouldn't 
come up to the last dance on Ben 
Green's bid until the B Company 
platoon leader swore (on a stacK 
of cadet regulations) that he was 
pivot man on Holtzy's deputation 
team. 
-OS CAB    8ATS- 
 that   "Nose"   Dobson   had   better 
be extremely careful that Twitty 
doesn't hear about that naughty 
Easley   escapade. 
-OSCAB SAY8- 
_,-that "Long" Swails should cease 
holding out from his public that 
Diz Dean twirling photo of him- 
self which has reposed in his trunk 
since last summer when the arum- 
major was the best (and only) 
twirler on that scintillating Gold- 
ville   team   of   sluggers. 
 OSCAR   SATS  
—that it was quite nice for C- 
Square Gibson to have Penelope 
up here for- Thanksgiving, or so 
one would judge after hearing Pie 
Webb, the highschoolish bandster 
from Greenwood, rave about the 
situation. 
sMWMirai T.QWN 
-OSCAR    BATS- 
 that  he  would  like to  know  the 
name of the dame wnose appear- 
ance at retreat Sunday caused Cap- 
tain  Pug  "H, no,  you   can't  visit 
after long roll" Ferguson to exe- 
cute that peacock strut when he 
marched his lads down toward 
Harcombe's messery. 
-OSCAR    SAYS- 
 that   Rat   "Park-Bench"   Faris   is 
still another of those unfortunate 
and overly optimistic individuals 
who imagine that the "only one" 
is sitting at home before the Are 
every night pining away for her 
"man"   at   college. 
 OS CAB   SATS  
__that he wonders who the damsel 
could be tbat writes H. C. "High 
Compression" Travers, "Darling, 
you're   so   cute,  when   you   blush." 
 OSCAR   SATS  
 that   Harris   Hicks   admitted   to 
that inquisitive Laurens lass that 
he is pluriip in spots, but at the 
same time requested that she oast 
her optics on ■ that bunch of curl- 
ing,   blond   locks. 
REFORMER 
A vague idea that has remained 
in a more or less nebulous state 
somewhere in the crannies of our 
mind has crystalized with a start- 
ling abruptness that leaves us a 
bit breathless. We have discover- 
ed in one flash of understanding 
that we have the soul of a re- 
former, a discovery which will no 
doubt startle the many friends who 
have all these years considered us 
no less than a devil-may-care old 
reprobate. In the past we have 
followed a policy in this column of 
simply pottering about trie place 
picking up odd and, to us, hum- 
orous incidents and presenting them 
as they appear through these 
blood-shot eyes. But, despite all 
our efforts to remain the detached 
observer, a bit of vitriol aimed at 
making life more pleasant has 
crept in now and then. In this 
moment of clairvoyance we all but 
decided to give way to our nonle 
impulse and dedicate Jhls depart- 
ment to reform, but the memory of. 
the fate that met some of our 
earlier efforts has changed our 
mind. 
We bring to mind with no visi- 
ble effort the case of Corporal Ed- 
ward Giles. Corporal Giles had 
been seized with a bram storm 
and had formed a habit or per- 
forming setting up exercises and 
shadow boxing up and down the 
halls in the wee email hours. This 
habit was in itself obnoxious e- 
iiough to cause some of the lads 
rooming near him to seriously con- 
sider taking themselves off to Car- 
olina,, but in addition Giles car- 
ried about with him an ego of vast 
proportions. Driven to distraction 
a committee of lads from his com- 
pany came to us arid asked us to 
do something. We firmly grasped 
our pen, aimed an ironic broad- 
side at the corporal, and sat back 
complacently to await results. W]hen 
The Tiger appeared, instead of 
slinking quietly off and casting 
himself in the river, Giles collect- 
ed two copies of the paper, care- 
fully ringed the paragraph wit red 
ink, and proudly sent them to all 
his  friends. 
What really set us off on this 
tirade, however, was. the dismal 
failure of a bit of uplift work of 
which we were especially proud. 
Sometime in the past we became 
incensed over the lack of courtesy 
exhibited at our otherwise per- 
fect dances. The people who were 
the especial objects of our ire 
were the gentlemen who insist 
upon crowding in front or a man 
attempting  to   break.     At  the   dan- 
ces which followed our outburst 
there has been no improvement, 
indeed the discourteous ones have 
reached new depths with Mr. Red- 
fern and a few others of that ilk 
well ahead of the pack. We have 
just returned from one of the T 
socials and there too the chiselers 
are having a field day. 
So, we herewith drop the axe of 
reform and once again apply our- 
selves to the gathering of amus- 
ing stories to lighten the long win- 
ter evenings. Nothing was gainea 
from our efforts except an inner 
satisfaction which is akin to that 
rosy feeling obtained from heart- 
ily thumbing the nose at the vHV 
lage  cut-up. 
BACK  TO  NATURE 
We don't know what we would 
do without little Mr. Lippincott, 
the terror of the sophomore chem- 
ists. His latest exploit is an In- 
cident of ~ the past summer which 
we are just now getting around to 
relating. As most of you know, 
the little professor has a cottage 
up at Highlands where he spends 
his summers wandering about bare- 
footed frightening the children. 
Last summer he took off a bit 
early in the season and arrived be- 
fore any of the other summer peo- 
ple got there. Somehow or other 
he managed to spend all his reaay 
cash and found himself with two 
weeks to go before his monthly 
stipend arrived and not a cent in 
his pocket. Unable to borrow, and 
with his face, unable to get credit 
from the local tradesmen, he spent 
the ensueing two weeks wresting 
his food from nature, going in for 
nuts and bprrie" in a big way. 
When the check arrived he was 
tottering on the brink of starva- 
tion and the natives had- begun 
to call him "The Old Man of The 
Mountain". 
NOTICE 
In conjunction with our annual 
customer research program, we are 
attempting to establish contact with 
those anonymous souls for wnom 
we unearth facts here at Clemson. 
Will the young lady of Coker, who 
sent the telegram last week com- 
plaining of her lost blond, please 
communicate with us in regard to 
results obtained? For technical 
as well as personal reasons we 
want to find out if the blond sheep 
returned to the fold. 
WEEK'S   OUTSTANDING 
CADET 
Dr. Mills, who delivered the fin- 
est chapel speech we have ever 
heard. 
IN  THE WIDE  OPEN  SPACES 
WHERE  MEN  ARE  MEN  AND— 
-OSCAR   SATS- 
 that Cap'n Kirkgard, the Con- 
necticut yankee from Ansonia, was 
so absorbed in last week's sheet 
that he forgot to give G Company 
"seats"   at   supper   Thursday   night. 
(Continued   on   page   five) 
The trustees of the University 
of North Dakota are rather in- 
consistent in their restriction of 
student publications. They allow 
the publications to run advertise- 
ments for pipe tobacco and cigars, 
but they simply will not tolerate 
cigarette   ads. 
'BAMA   OFFERS   COURSE   IN 
NOTE    TAKING;    FEE   IS    $1 
A six weeks course in note-tak- 
ing is offered at the University of 
Alabama. It is an extra-curricula 
class, and a fee of $1 is charged 
for  the   course. 
MINNESOTA   MALE   RESENTS 
NOTE  FROM  WOMEN'S  DEAN 
ABOUT   ROOMING   SITUATION 
A male student, named Marion, 
at the University of Minnesota 
found that his name was a con- 
stant 3ouree of confusion to the 
faculty. He bore up well under 
the strain of their many mistakes, 
but finally his patience was strain- 
ed to the breaking point. The last 
straw was a letter which he re- 
ceived from the dean of women 
inquiring about his rooming sit- 
uation. The following is his reply: 
Dear Deanie: I am rooming over 
in the men's dorm, and the boys 
are  just  darling. 
Marion. 
i 
I 
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QUEENS-CHICORA    STUDENTS 
COMBINE  ANNUAL  MAGAZINE 
TO   FORM   NEW  PUBI/ICATION 
A new publication has made its 
debut at Queens-Chicora College. 
It is known as THE CORONET, 
and it is a combination of the for- 
mer literary magazine and the an- 
nual. It will be presented in five 
issues throughout the year, and 
It will include literary features as 
well as class and organization pic- 
tures and other annual features. 
Leather bindings will be distribu- 
ted among the students In order 
that they may combine the five is- 
sues   into  a   permanent  book. 
DUKE   UNIVERSITY 
'!• SCHOOL OF  MEDICINE 
DURHAM,   N.   C. 
Four terms of eleven weeks are given ► each year. These may be taken consec- 
utively (graduation in three years) or 
three terms may be taken each year 
(graduation in four years). The en- 
trance requirements are intelligence, 
\{ character   and   at   least   two   years   of 
college work, including the subjects 
specified for Grade A Medical Schools. 
Catalogues and application forms may 
be obtained  from the Dean. 
Alternate Captain 
The alternate-captain posi- 
tion on the 1985 Clemson grid 
team will be held by T. I. 
Brown   of   Cross   City,   Florida. 
Brown won a tackle posi- 
tion on the AP all-state team 
recently by virtue of his flashy 
work against powerful Clem- 
son foes during the season 
past. 
Oscar Says 
(Continued from page   four) 
 that   Mule   Cassidy   pulled   back 
his sheets before retiring the oth- 
er night, drew back with surprise 
when he perceived a slumbering 
fox hound peacefully coiled in his 
portion   of   the   double-decker. 
 OSCAB  SAYS  
__that Bill Leverette, ex-editor of 
this rag, breezed into Tigertown 
last weekend with usual display of 
wit, and it seems that Bill Is hold- 
ing down his job with the same 
enthusiasm as when he accepted 
the  post after  graduation. 
-OSCAB    SATS- 
 that he nominates for most out- 
standing cadet of the week 'would- 
be-Corporal' Leo Harbig who had 
a date with Colonel Boney M'por- 
man's fair daughter .Betty, and 
was  meanwhile   marked  AWOL. 
i —OSCAR    SAT8- 
 that   he   nominates  for  the   most 
obnoxious cadet of the week Duke 
Floyd of Savannah who stormed 
into the barber shop on "Pig" and 
demanded that they cut off the 
electric clippers since W4:MJ was 
trying  to   get   CQ. 
A Tenderloin Steak Sandwich 
at  SCOTTY'S  15c 
SCOTTY'S MESSERY 
THE STUDENT GLEANERS 
AT YOUR SERVICE 
Your Business Appreciated 
CLEMSON UNIFORMS ARE MADE BY 
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, INC. 
P HI^A DELPHIA 
g 
1 COMPLIMENTS      OF 3 
» 
Clemson College Laundry 
«Ba8HgWBttffla>«fflaHMW>a>^^ 
i 
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JOVIAL PROF ANSWERS TO VARIOUS TITLES 
SUCH AS AOTHOR, ATHLETE, AND LECTURER 
(Continued  from  page  one) 
among the students, this TI- 
GER reporter has sought from. 
Professor Burton some facts 
of his earlier history which 
will be of general Interest W 
the members of the Corps. 
Professor Burton was born in 
Boston, Massachusetts. He 
attended high school in Paw 
tucket t, Rhode Island where 
he graduated in 1901. He re- 
ceived his college training 
from Brown University, grad- 
uating in 1906 with the de- 
gree of Ph.B in chemistry and 
mathematics. 
LED CHESS TEAM 
While     attending     Brown,     Prof. 
Burton was a member  of  the  Kap- 
; pi   Sigma   fraternity   and   he   took 
l- an active part in studept activities. 
He    was    captain    of    the    varsity 
■chess   team   for   three   years.      (At 
this      time      intercollegiate      chess 
■matches   were   very   popular   in   the 
:
 Northern, schools.)      As   an   athlete 
he  took   part  in  class   baseball,   in- 
ter-fraternity   basketball   and   base- 
ball;   today  he   misses  few   athletic 
contests. 
WENT INTO TEXTILES 
After leaving college Pror. Bur- 
ton was superintendent of a dye- 
ing, bleaching, and mercirizing 
plant. He was connected with the 
textile industry for several years 
before he began the teaching pro- 
fession which he started in Co- 
lumbus, Georgia. In 1918 he re- 
ceived his master's degree from 
Mercer. Again he went into the 
textile business, but gave it up 
when he came to Clemson In 192 8. 
In 1931 he published a book, 
"Plane Trigonometry With Tables" 
(the little red book so familiar to 
the Clemson freshman of today.) 
OUTSTANDING FEATURES 
When asked by The Tiger re- 
porter what he thought were the 
outstanding features of Clemson 
he emphasized three things: the 
spirit of; brotherhood among the 
students; the growing fraternal 
feeling between students and fa- 
culty; and the good of the local 
YMCA   organization. 
IS    .f-tULUATE-LilST 
Speaking oi no D Dies, itoekefei- 
ler may nave his golf and van- 
derbiit nis yacnts, but Professor 
Burton nas nis cmcken farnl and 
stamp collection ana witn these ne 
spends   mucn   of   nis   leisure   time. 
He iia>s auained quite a great 
deal ot prominence as a puuiio 
speaker. iNot oniy are his Inform- 
al talks in oarracKS popular uut 
his speeches in the surrounding 
community also meet with popular 
approval. Mr. Burton once tilled 
the pulpit of the First Baptist 
church ot Seneca for some three 
months when it was without a 
pastor. 
ALL-ROUND   MAN 
Through his cordiality, sinceri- 
ty, and congeniality he has be- 
come one of the most popular 
members of the Clemson iaculty. 
A successful author, an experienced 
public speaker, and an efficient 
teacher—that is Wfllliam Wilder 
Burton. 
Tall Pivot Man 
A veteran of 
two seasons on 
the varsity bas- 
ketball team and 
one on the frosh 
aggregation, A. 
G. Swails, flag- 
pole center of 
Joe Davis' Pur- 
ple and Gold 
cagers, is all set 
for a hard year 
of    opposition. 
Standing 6' 5" 
in bis stocking 
feet, and tipping 
the scales close 
to 190 pounds, 
this towering 
semiqr is quite 
adept at • hand- 
ling the sphere, especially under 
the   basket. 
Last season he succeeded in get- 
ting the tip-off from the majority 
of opposing pivot .men, and should 
repeat   thiw   year. 
K COMPANY DANCES TO 
JUNGALEER RHYTHM IN 
CAMPUS PARISH HOUSE 
Work On Taps Goes 
Rapidly Forward 
Work on the 1935 edition of 
Taps is nearing completion. All 
pictures, with exception of box- 
ing and basketball, have been 
made and turned in to the en- 
gravers. 
With   the   printer's   "dummy" 
well under-way, the annual will 
go   to   press   in   Atlanta   before 
the  Corps  leaves  for Xmas  hol- 
idays. 
All men wishing to secure 
extra copies of the yearbook 
are requested to turn in their 
names to Charlie E. Cummlngs, 
business manager, Room 251, 
before  December  21st. 
Santa Claus Reigns As Students 
And Profs Go Gay At Smoker 
K Company sponsored a social 
last Friday night in the Parish 
House  from  nine  until  one  o'clock. 
Many beautiful girls from the 
campus, Anderson, Seneca, and tne 
nearby towns, were present at the 
affair. Jesse James and his Jun- 
galeer Band offered the rhythm 
for  the  occasion. 
The Parish house was artistical- 
ly decorated with blue streamers. 
Lights were various colors blend- 
ing with the modernistic color ef- 
fect. Refreshments were served 
throughout   the   evening. 
WEEKLY BATH REQUIRED 
OFF LSU CADETS IN OLD 
DAYS BH (BEFORE HUEY) 
BELMONT   DAMOSELS   MAKE 
THERMOMETER   RISE   SAYS 
ARTICLE    IN    KY.    KERNEL 
From Bourbon News: "The Wo- 
men's League of the University of 
Louisville, guardian of women stu- 
dents' affairs, has taken a stand 
against smoking girls on Belmont 
campus. 
—Kentucky   Kernel 
(Is this a prevention-of-cruelty- 
to-dumb-animals act? Or is it just 
another step toward civilization? 
We've heard of smoking Philip 
Morris, old gold, camels, and even 
ducks—but this sounds like some- 
thing  new.) 
However strict some of the t pre- 
sent regulations at military schools 
may seem, they make life exceed- 
ingly easy and pleasant, as com- 
pared with the regulations endured 
by the cadets at LSU back in "the 
good   ol'   daze"   of   1906. 
The following are some or the 
misery-producing    regulations: 
"Cadets are required to take at 
least   one   bath   every   seven   days." 
"Cadets shall not sit at windows 
with feet against woodwork or 
walls, nor appear before windows 
at any time unless in uniform, nor 
commute with any person through 
the   windows   of  barracks." 
"No cadet shall use tobacco ex- 
cept at the times and places desig- 
nated   by   the   president." 
"Lounging on the beds during 
study hours shall not be permit- 
ted." 
And here is the prize regulation 
of all: "No cadet shall be allowed 
to eat at any time except at meals. 
Food received from home must be 
taken to the mess hall and eaten 
at.   regular   meal   times." 
DEPUTATORS TALK AND 
BROADCASTPROGRAMS 
Charleston     Audiences     Hear 
Local YMCA Team in Se- 
ries of Engagements   . 
The deputation team of the col- 
lege YMCA returned from Charles- 
ton Sunday night after delivering 
a series of six programs in the 
"City by the Sea". 
PROGRAMS   ARRANGED 
The programs were arranged by 
O. H. McDaniel, '32, now principal 
of North Charleston grammar 
school. Five of the sextet of pre- 
sentations were given at schools 
and churches, and the other was 
broadcast over the Charleston sta- 
tion. 
COOPER    BROADCASTS 
The radio program consisted of 
a talk by J. R. Cooper, musical 
selections by the Y quartet, and 
several   other   numbers. 
During their stay in the city 
many points of interest were vis- 
ited by those composing the party 
—J. R. Cooper, W. P. Mauldin, 
W. B. McConnell, J. Z. .Lancaster, 
H. B. Malone, D. N. Chapin, E. H. 
Howard, S. S. Medlin, T. S. 
Strange,   and   Miss   Dorothy  Hagen. 
Old Kris Kringle himself 
bounded in on ' the .architects 
of Clemson Monday night at 
the annual Christ mas "Smok- 
er" of the Minaret Club. The 
entire department turned out 
for the gala occasion, and a 
gay atmosphere swept the en- 
tire third floor of the "En- 
gine   House". 
IN DRAFTING ROOM 
The   ornate   structural   araft- 
ing room, was the scene of the 
merry-making. A   'red   and 
green color arrangement ^Pre- 
vailed over-head, while a glist- 
ening Yule tree sparkled in 
the corner. The unique table 
decoration was very amusing 
as a parade of charcoal car- 
toons bounded around the edge 
. of the cover. A deep glow of 
Christmas       spirit,     descended 
»from the colored lights, and a 
medley of Yuletide colors fell 
from    the    overhanging    arjeh. 
FORD CRASHES THROUGH 
The architects had more fun 
than a barrel of monkeys as 
"Czar" Leo and Prof. Little 
swallowed hard and crashed 
through with a string of "do 
or die' 'antics. Ford, a sen- 
ior architect, held the mob at 
bay with a bagful of baffling 
magic illusions. Santa Claus 
then stormed the gaieties with 
a useful (?) gift for each and 
every    pen-wielder. 
THEN THE GRUB 
St. Nick was saved from a 
thorough pooling as a feast 
rolled in from somewhere. 
Ice cream, cake, coffee, candy, 
smokes, fruit, and nerts place** 
first in the evening's revelries 
as the architects blew the hat 
off another big year, and 
drowned themselves (not lit- 
erally) in a bedlam of pop- 
guns, drums, piccoloes (sp.), 
whistles   and   stick   candy. 
GAME   LAW   MODIFIED 
MACHINE INVENTED TO 
TEST TEMPERATURE OF 
ALLEGED HOT MELODIES 
Scientists at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology got tired 
of having certain band music de- 
scribed s "hot" when there was 
no scientific proof that the music 
was hot or cold or lukewarm. So 
they have invented an apparatus 
which, if fed the strains from a 
dance orchestra, will tell whether 
the temperature of the music is 
high, low, or medium. Instead of 
measuring sound vibrations in 
terms of pressure, the new device 
will record alternating tempera- 
tures produced by sound waves 
traveling   In  air. 
At a meeting of the Board of 
Trustees held at the college Mon- 
day, Item 27 of the College Ordi- 
nances   was   modified   to  read: 
Prohibited: Hunting or fishing 
or trapping or the discharging of 
any firearms on college lands, ex- 
cept for police purposes or instruc- 
tion. 
Violation of the above carries a 
maximum penalty of ?25 or 25 
days. 
Band Plays 
In Laurens 
Accompanied by Captain A. H. 
Dumas the 50 piece Clemson band 
journeyed to Laurens Friday and 
furnished music for the Christmas 
festival  held  in  that  city. 
HURRICANE   BLOWS 
The Furman band was also on 
hand for the occasion, and after a 
street parade the two musical or- 
ganizations presented a "Battle ot 
Music"   on   the   city   square. 
After the festivities tne Bands 
were the guests of the city for a 
dinner and theatre party. Both 
organizations made fine appearances 
and received much favorable com- 
ment. 
CHARLESTON CLOB TO 
SPONSORYULE DANCE 
Dave   Burnside   To   Play   For 
Holiday Event in Coast- 
al City 
BARRIERS TO FORTUNES 
WORRY SCIENTISTS SAYS 
UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT 
Science is facing a serious prob- 
lem as a result of the tendency to 
create barriers to big fortunes, Dr. 
Karl T. Compton, president of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Tech- 
nology, believes. He points out 
that many of the researches which 
have led to great scientific dis- 
coveries have been financed by 
means of wealth. 
If the government is to raise 
these barriers, he holds, it must 
be prepared to subsidize science 
from  the federal  treasury. 
In all the rush and merriment 
of the Christmas holidays, the Beta 
Sigma Chi will sponsor its annual 
Christmas Ball on Thursday night, 
December 27, in the ball room of 
the Shrine Temple in Charleston. 
BURNSIDE   TO   PLAY 
Dave Burnside and his orchestra 
of Greenville will furnish the mu- 
sic for this gala occasion. In tne 
last few years the orchestra's rat- 
ing has grown until at present it 
is one of the most popular and 
best known bands in the state. 
EXTEND   BLANKET   BIDS 
Although all the Beta Sigma Chi 
Xmas dances in Charleston have 
been big successes in the past, the 
ball this year is expected to out- 
shine the others. Over four hun- 
dred invitations have been issued 
and blanket bids will be extended 
to the student bodies of the Col- 
lege of Charleston, The Citadel, 
and   Clemson. 
NO   TIGER   NEXT   WEEK 
There will be no issue of 
The Tiger next week. The 
next issue of the publication 
will be after the Christmas 
holidays. 
& P. Lorlllard Co.. Inc. 
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should choose a throat-Base 
ci Q a r.Ettc says c^uUf "T^/^a— 
LILY PONS . . . famous as a star of opera, radio, and the concert stage 
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TIGER COURTMEN  DROP 
OPENING   TILT   TO   POE SPORTS JONES     KEEPS     BOXERS STEPPING   FOR   OPENER 
HINSOX  HONORED  AGAIN 
Wade ' Ison, '"sp&fts* efflt'or^of the 
Charlotte News and. chairman of 
a group o£ sports writers who or- 
ganized an all-South Atlantic as- 
sociation, announced its selection 
of an all-star football eleven last 
Saturday, and Randy Hinson was 
given a berth on this mythical 
team. Stan Fellere, was named on 
the second team, along with Maun- 
ey, Beck and Bolick, other Pal- 
metto  stars. 
TIGER   CAPTAINS 
The Tigers made wise se- 
lections in choosing Harry 
Shore as captain and T. I. 
Brown as alternate to lead 
them on the gridiron next sea- 
son. Both are outstanding 
linesmen, as was shown by 
their unanimous selection on 
the all-state teams the past 
season, and they have the char- 
acteristics   of   natural   leaders. 
MORE   SPORTS 
Although the moleskins have 
been laid away until spring prac- 
tice opens, there is plenty of ac- 
tivities around the corner for the 
sport-lovers   of   Tigertown. Bob 
Jones' pugs are working daily In 
an effort to get in shape for one 
of the hardest fight schedules ev- 
er attempted by a Tiger boxing 
team. And if his proteges live up 
to expectations, the Bengals will 
again boast of one of the best 
teams seen at Clemson in several 
years. 
ABOUT   SOCCCER 
Freddie Kirchner Is flue a ; lot 
of credit for his work In coaching 
the soccer team this year. He is 
intent on having a team at Clem- 
son, and, if the players will co- 
operate with him, there's ho doubt 
In our minde but that he will have 
an outstanding team here within 
the  next  few  years. 
More boys are takin? Interest in 
this sport every year and there's 
ho reason why Clemson cannot put 
out a team as good as those of the 
other schools and colleges which 
forward the snort. That sport fans 
here are anxious to see soccer gain 
prominence will be proven by the 
turnouts for the games with Char- 
lotte Hisrh. Ashevile School for 
Boys. Purman. and Wofford here 
after   the   holidavs. 
THE 'SR CARD 
Next rear's prrid card hasn't 
been announced a* fTiis wrlt- 
fnsr. hut it's certain Kentucky 
will not, lv> on it. Evidently 
the WHnVnta fiirnrori the Tim- 
ers just a little too strong to 
suit their appetite; who are 
we to doubt their judgement. 
We don't know at present 
which team will replace Ken- 
tucky, but here's hoping it's 
a team of equal strength and 
prestiee. Now that the Tim- 
ers have stepped out in big 
time football, let's hope they 
stay no there with the best: 
there's only one wav to do it 
and that is by keepinst the top- 
notchers   on   their   schedule. 
GOOD  SCHEDULE 
In Coach Neelv's four years here 
he has manaered to gradually Im- 
prove the schedule every year, un- 
til at present the Tiger card Is 
one  of  the  best  in  the   South.  We 
know that he'd like to keep it 
that ...way.,,, and. will if possible. But 
sometimes games with good teams 
.have to be passed up because of 
conflicting dates; so if some of the 
smaller colleges are listed on next 
year's football schedule, just re- 
member that Coach Neely doesn't 
like   it   any  more  than  you   do.     ■
RIGGS HALL WILL RE 
SITE FOR GI-ANNUAL 
TECHNICALJISPLAYS 
(Continued  from  page one) 
new chairman will probably be 
elected in the near future). S. M. 
Orr was voted junior assistant 
chairman and H. L. Kirk was 
chosen as secretary-treasurer of the 
event. H. A. Plowden, T. A. Kolb, 
and J. P. M'cMillin were selected 
for chairmen of the mechanical, 
electrical, and civil engineering de- 
partments, respectively. M. T. Mc- 
Clanahan was elected architectural 
chairman. 
The architects have been plan- 
ning the event for some time. They 
have held meetings, marked by an- 
timated discussions, from time to 
time to create interest and to dis- 
cuss plans for their participation. 
There will be displays to show un- 
usual and distinctive advances In 
modern architecture. Many crea- 
tive ideas and constructive designs 
have been deliberated. Represen- 
tations of every phase of the beau- 
tiful and excellent achievements of 
Clemson's skilled builders will be 
on   display. 
ENGINEERS   WORKING 
Enthusiasm reigns high among 
the engineers also and they seem 
to have great hopes of impressing 
the   guests   as   to   their   abilities. 
Exhibits are to be put oh by all 
the engineering departments. New 
modern ideas and novel contrivan- 
ces will be arranged for he pleas- 
ure of the visitors. 
FIND  VAPORIZING   POINT 
For the first time scientists this 
fall have succeeded in discovering 
the exact vaporizing point oI car- 
bon, a substance which changes di- 
rectly from solid to gaseous state 
without going through the liquid 
state. This temperature is 3,810 
degrees. ,   .-fr^f 
CHINA   PROGRESSING 
Returning from three and a half 
years in the Orient, Prof. H. H. 
Love of Cornell University reports 
that China is progressing rapidly 
and warns that it is to the best 
interests of the world that that na- 
tion be not swallowed up by Japan. 
OZONE,   PROTECTOR 
The Smithsonian Institution in 
Washington has announced the dis- 
covery that many stars give off 
"death rays" which would wipe 
out life on earth were they not 
destroyed before reaching the sur- 
face of the globe by a layer of ozone 
high   in  the earth's  atmosphere. 
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ARRIVING DAILY AND NOW ON DISPLAY AT 
L C. Martin Drug Co. 
THE KINNEY COMPANY'S LINE OF COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY— 
We have handled  this line  for  25  years  and   Guarantee 
Every Article 
BRACELETS - COMPACTS • KEYS - PINS - LADIES' 
CIGARETTE GASES - LIGHTERS - LETTER OPENERS 
SELECT YOUR GIFTS NOW 
(R. O. T. C. Checks Accepted) 
WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF— 
WRIST WATCHES RADIOS - FOUNTAIN PENS - 
PEN SETS - GIFT COPPER SETS - PERFUME SETS - 
LADIES' FITTED CASES - MANICURE SETS - AND 
MANY OTHER GIFTS. 
It will pay you to see our line 
before you make your selection 
X.  (2.  &7iazUn 
3)^ua Qompanu, dno. 
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner 
The Otticial College Book and Supply Store 
PHONE 75 CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C. 
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CALCULUS 
IN  INTEGRAL CALCULUS   WE 
iCAN  SAY THAT A FUNCTION* 15 
^^- =\CALLED AN INTEGRAL 
OF IT5 DIFFERENTIAL 
I-NOW WE CAN APPLY THE 
A FORMULA  AND^R^ETC f NOW LET'5 TOUCH ON THE INTEGRATION OF RATIONAL  FRACTIONS —THERE'5 JHE -DECOMPOSITION  OF 
FRACTIONS , WHICH  IS---J 
 ETCw "" 
PIPE   CALCULUS 
IN DIFFERENTIATING BETWEEN 
PIPE TOBACCOS JHE INTEGRAL OF 
^PERFECTION 15 "P. AT 5PECIAL PROCESS 
' REMOVES ALL"BITE: 
6ET TO KNOW 
MILD, MELLOW 
PRINCE, 
ALBERT/ 
M-M-M-M-M-i* 
RICA'S FAVORITE 
Oonrrlcht, 1934. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company 
?\ 
/SPECIALPROCESS        /A SECRET-RECIPE 
REMOVES THE BITE TOBACCO 
/MILDER / LONG BURNING 
/ CRIMP CUT / 2 OUNCES IN EVERY TIN 
/ LARGEST-SELLING SMOKING TOBACCO IN THE WORLD! 
PRINGE ALBERT 
TH€   NATIONAL  JOY   SMOKE! ^WJW 
r> 
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BASKETEERS PREPARE 
FOR HEAVY SCHEDULE 
(Continued,  from   page   one) 
forward to a successful season, even 
though the 18 game schedule 
proves to be a strenuous one. Nine 
of the contests will be played at 
home. 
THE   SCHEDULE 
Clemson's    schedule    follows: 
Dec.    18—Duke   at   Clemson 
Jan.  3—Vanderbilt  at  Nashville 
Jan.  4—T.   P.   I.   at   Cooksville 
Jan.  5—Sewanee   at   Sewanee 
Jan.  7—Tenn.   at   Knoxville 
Jan. 12—Ga.   Tech   at   Clemson 
Jan. 15—Wofford    at    iSfpartanburg 
Jan. 18—N.  C.  State  at  Clemson 
Jan. 26—Georgia   at   Athens 
Feb.   1—Furman  at  Clemson 
Feb.    5—Carolina   at   Columbia 
Feb.   7—Furman   at   Greenville 
Feb.   9—Georgia   at   Clemson 
Feb. 12—Wofford    at    Clemson 
Feb. 14—Carolina    at    Clemson 
Feb. 16—Mercer   at   Clemson 
Feb. 19—P.   C.   at   Clinton   (tenta.) 
Feb. 29—W.   &   L.   at   Clemson 
SYNTHETIC   RADIUM? 
Reports in Paris are to the effect 
that the son-in-law and daughter or 
the late Curie—M. and Mme. Jean 
Joliot, have discovered a method 
of producing synthetic radium, and 
producing it cheaply. 
ABOUT   THE   REDSKINS 
More evidence of a close rela- 
tionship between the American In- 
dians and. the tribes of .Siberia in 
Asia has been disclosed in a series 
of blood tests made of Indians in 
British Columbia by Prof. R. Rug- 
gles Gates of King's College, 
London, and Dr.  G. F.  Darby. 
ROXERS SLING GLOVES 
AS DUKE MATCH LOOMS 
(Continued  from  page  one) 
plicants for places on the squad 
were garnered because of their 
showing in the intramural bouts 
conducted  last  year. 
NEW   MKN   REPORT 
'Cat' Jenley, Altman, Dawson, 
Lofton, Kissam, Platt, ^uggs, and 
Jackie Williams are the old men 
back while much promise is seen 
in Keller and Gordon, bantam- 
weights, McPeters and Calhoun, 
featherweights, McConnell, Philips, 
and Winn, middleweights, and 
'King Kong'" Bryant, heavyweight, 
all of whom are new to the var- 
sity  game. 
The   season's   schedule: 
Jan. 12—Duke at Clemson 
Jan. 19—Georgia   at   Clemson 
Feb.   2—South Carolina at Clemson 
Feb.   9—P.  C.   at  Clinton 
Feb. 16—Georgia   at   Athens' 
Feb.    22,    23—Conference    tourna- 
ment. 
ECONOMICS, SOCIOLOGY 
DEPARTMENT IS SPLIT 
AS DEMANDINGREASES 
(Continued  from  page  one) 
LOCAL PROFS ATTEND 
VOCATIONAL ED MEET 
(Continued  from   page   one) 
Dr. George R. Sherrill, formerly 
associate professor of history, is 
head of the Economics and Gov- 
ernment Department and Dr. H. C. 
Brearley is to lead the Department 
of   Sociology  and   Psychology. 
James E. Ward, Jr. who Is at 
present connected with the Univer- 
sity of Virginia will become as- 
sociate professor of economics and 
government at the beginning of 
the  second  semester. 
In the last 10 
years there has 
been a rapid in- 
crease in the a- 
mount of inter- 
est shown in the 
social sciences by 
Clemson students. 
In 1924 only 400 
men were tak- 
ing one or more 
social science 
Sherrill courses,    while    at 
present the number exceeds 800. 
At present there are courses of- 
fered here in economics, psycholo- 
gy, criminology, sociology, govern- 
ment and other branches of social 
science. 
livered   the   annual   address. 
PLANTS  ABE  VISITED 
Mr. Crandall participated in the 
section in vocational agriculture. 
Mr. Tate inspected the trade and 
technical schools of Pittsburgh, the 
steel mills, and the Westinghouse 
plant. 
SLIGHTLY   HtONICAL 
Dr. John E. McGilvrey, snowy- 
haired first president of Kent State 
College who returned from a trip 
to Europe eight years ago to find 
the Ohio Legislature had ousted 
him, for political reasons, became 
president of the college again this 
fall. 
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
H. B. JONES, JR. 
CHRISTMAS   PRESENTS   AT 
HOKE  SLOAN'S 
BALFOUR'S Fine Jewelry  with  CLEMSON  Seals 
RIEGEL Shirts, RESILIO Ties, and MONITO Socksj 
HICKOCK Belts, Suspenders and Ladies Belts 
JUNIORS and Seniors, buy now and pay in January. 
*♦     HAVE    YOUR    HUNTING    BOOTS    OILED    AND 
WATERPROOFED BEFORE THE HOLIDAYS 
We Also Buy Second-hand Shoes 
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP 
J. I. NEWTON Proprietor T At ♦♦* 
rsait a minute— 
here's what she smokes 
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